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TABLE 3.2.1 - Continued 

Hin. No. of Operable 
Total No. of Instru- or Operating Instru
ment Channels Per ment Channels Per Trip Required 

Function Trip Setting Trip System System (1,2) Conditions 
b. Hi h Dp ll___F - . 'cgag I~uuu *. .g .S rye eessure 

(5) 
3. Reactor Cleanup Syatem 

(croup 3) 

a. Low Reactor Water 
Leve I 

b. High Drywell Pressure 

4. IIPCI Steam Lines 

a. IIPCI tHigh Steam Flow 

b. IIPCI High Steam Flow 

c. IIPCIS team Line 
Area High Temp.  

5. RCIC Steam Lines 

a. MCIC High Steam Flou 

b. RCIC Steam Line Area 

6. Shutdown Cooling 
Supply Isulation

a. Reactor.Pressure 
Interlock

< 2 p8 I' 

> 10,6" above 
the top of the 
active fuel 
< 2 paig 

<150,000 lb/hr 
with <60 second 
time delay 

<300,000 lb/hr 

(200 V 

<45,000 lb/hr 

<2000 F 

<75 paig 
at pump 
suction

2 

2 
2 

2(4) 

2(4) 

16(4) 

2(4) 

16(4) 

2(4)

16 

2 

16 

2
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Table 4.2.1 - Cantin9sed 
"liAimumg Test aid Calibraion Frequency Far Care Coaling 

Sad Block aid Isolation Instreamealation 

Instrlakent cessael Test (3) Calibration (3) Sensor onack .() 

3. Rme Line lau Ireassure Hate I 6ce/83 iontlis None 
4. fUiesse line High Selist lon, Onceluoak (S) Mate 6 Ontce/shif 

111 ISOLATION 

I. Stas&a i.ne Hligh rluu sca/laonlh Dones/) anhle Ion@ 
2. St ea,% Line High Temparatura Once/asandb Once/3 nonhlis M4o1e 

ACIC imiATidH 

1. stce Line High flou ascalmouhl asce/3 oneths Hlane 
2. Salm Lin.e fligi Tnpaerature . Hotel Once/S manthe Hone 

YEACTIa htill.DINO VliIlAI.TION 

1. Madist la Hllonitlre (Flanea late I Ccael) sounie Ascalshift 
2. uJist loam ulanitore (aflually Floor) Hute I Once/3 maslice (41 

OFf-CAI ISOLATION 

I. ladiat ion suntore (Air Klectore) Hates (1,5) Hote 6 Once/shift 

NEGINGIUL.ATIil 1111f 111 

1. Reactor High ressuro liate I Once/Operating Cycle- Oce/Day 
Transamltter 

Oncall ianlse-Trip Unit 

2. Iauector low 1tar lavel (Wagt i) Once/usonh OacelOperating Cycle- Onceshaift 

Once/I tHatihe-Trip tial 

SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPLY ISOIATION 

1. Reactor Pressure Interlock Note 1 Once/3 months None
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Table 3.2.7 
* Trip Functions And Deviations 

Trip Function Deviation 

Reactor Building Ventilation Ioolation and . Ventilation Plenum . +0.2 Mr/Hr 
Standby Ge Treatment Syatem Initiation Radiation Monitors 
Specification 3.2.E.3 and Table 3.2,h 

Refueling Floor 
Radiation Monitors +5 Mr/Hr 

Low Reactor Water Level -6 inches 
Righ Drywell Pressure + 1. pal

Primary Containment Isolation Functions 
Table 3.2.1

[ow Low Water level 

ligh Flow in Main Steam Line 

High Temp. In Main Steam 
Line Tunnel 

Low Pressure in Main Steam 
Line 

ligh Drywall Pressure 

Low Reactor Water Level 

IIPCI High Steam Flow 

HPCI Steam line Area iigh 
Temp.  

RCIC 111gh Steam Flow 

NCIC Steam Line Area High Temp 

Shutdown Cooling Supply lao

-3 inches 

+2 % 

+10oF I
-10 pal 

+1 pal 

-6 inches 

+7,.500 lb/hr 

+2oF 

+2250 lb/hr 

+20 

+7 psi
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3.0 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 4.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

F. (Deleted) 

C. Jet Pumps 

Whenever the reactor is in the Run mode, all 
jet pumps shall be operable with the require
ment that each individual jet pump diffuser 
to lower plenum differential pressure (D/P) 
percent deviation from average loop D/P shall 
not differ by more than 20% deviation from 
its normal range of deviation. With one or 
more jet pumps exceeding the stated criteria, 
evaluate the reason for the deviation, and in 
the circumstance that one or more of the jet 
pumps are determined to be inoperable, the 
reactor shall be placed in a cold shutdown 
condition within 24 hours.

F. (Deleted) 

G. Jet Pumps 

1. Whenever there is recirculation flow with the 
reactor in the Run mode, operating jet pumps 
shall be demonstrated Operable daily and' 
following any unexplained change in core flow, 
jet pump loop flow, recirculation loop flow, 
or core plate differential pressure, by recording 
jet pump loop flows, recirculation pump flows, 
recirculation pump speeds, and individual jet 
pump D/P, and verifying that: 

a. The recirculation pump flow/speed 
ratio deviation from normal expected 
operating range does not exceed 5%.  

b. The jet pump loop flow/speed ratio 
deviation from normal expected 
operating range does not exceed 5%.  

2. If either of these conditions are not met with 
pump speed > 60%, determine individual jet pump 
D/P percent deviation from average loop D/P and 
compare to the Limiting Conditions for Operatio 
If pump speed is <60%, no action is necessary 
since higher flow is necessary to permit a valid 
determination of jet pump operability to be made.
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Bases Continued 3.6 and 4.6:

G. Jet Pumps 

By monitoring jet pump performance on a prescribed schedule, significant degradation in performance that 
would precede jet pump failure can be detected. An inoperable jet pump is not, in itself, a sufficient 
reasons to declare a recirculation loop inoperable, but it may present a hazard in the event of a large 
break accident by reducing the capability of reflooding the core; thus, the requirement for shutdown of 
the reactor with an inoperable jet pump.  

The jet pump performance monitoring procedures are comprised of the following tests: 

1. Core Flow versus Square Root of Core Plate Differential Pressure: 
change in core resistance is the main contributor to recirculation 
system performance changes. If core resistance increases, it 
requires more energy (pump speed) to produce rated core flow.  
If resistance decreases, less speed is needed.  

2. Recirculation Pump Flow/Speed Ratio: the pump operating 
characteristic is determined by the flow resistance from the 
loop suction through the jet pump nozzle. Since this resistance 
is essentially independent of core power, the flow is linearly 
proportional to pump speed, making their ratio a constant 
(flow/RPM is constant). A decrease in the ratio indicates 
a plug, flow restriction, or loss in pump hydraulic performance.  
An increase indicates a leak or new flow path between the 
recirculation pump discharge and jet pump nozzle.  

3. Jet Pump Loop Flow/Recirculation Pump Speed Ratio: this relationship 
is an indication of overall system performance.  

4. Jet Pump Differential Pressure Relationships: if a potential problem 
is indicated, the individual jet pump differential pressures are used 
to determine if a problem exists since this is the most sensitive in
dicator of significant jet pump performance degradation.  

The data base used to determine the normal operating range for (2) and (3) above is re-established during the 
startup following each refueling outage. Surveillance tests are performed as soon as practical after reaching 
a pump speed of 60%.  
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